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Founded in 2002, GFM Ltd is the most targeted digital news publisher serving 
institutional investors/wealth managers and their investment managers/advisers 
across all asset classes with seven daily global newswires and real-time 
news-driven web sites covering:

• Institutional investors/pension funds and their managed funds/investment 
managers – institutionalassetmanager.co.uk 

• Hedge funds and institutional investors – hedgeweek.com 

• Property funds and institutional investors – propertyfundsworld.com 

• Private equity funds and institutional investors – privateequitywire.co.uk 

• Exchange traded funds and institutional investors – etfexpress.com 

• Private client/wealth managers, family offices, trustees and their investment 
advisers – wealthadviser.co

• Bi-monthly compendium of investment ideas, skill and talent across all asset 
classes, and a network of the best asset management talent – AlphaQ.world

Collectively we reach 98,000 industry professionals globally
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We are read by institutional 
investors and their asset 
managers. Over two-thirds 
of our readers are buy side 
industry professionals.

More than 1,200 pension and 
investment funds have decision 
makers who read our titles, with 
over 35% having more than 
$1 billion or greater in AUM. 
These represent 90% of the 
world’s top 100 largest funds.

Title Unique	Monthly	Visitors Monthly	Impressions

ETF Express 3,500 25,000

Hedgeweek 60,000 360,000

Institutional Asset Manager 7,000 50,000

Private Equity Wire 16,000 120,000

Property Funds World 6,000 50,000

Wealth Adviser 5,500 50,000

WhereWho What

GEOGRAPHIC	BREAKDOWN
North America 41%

 US 38%
 Canada 3%

Europe 45%
 UK 31%
 Switzerland 5%
 France 3%
 Ireland 2%
 Germany 2%
 Netherlands 1%
 Luxembourg 1%

Asia-Pacific 14%
 Hong Kong 5%
 India 4%
 Singapore 3%
 Australia 2%

SUBSCRIBER	TYPE
 Asset Manager 48%
 Institutional Investor 24%
 Service Provider  28%

POSITION	IN	COMPANY
 C-Suite 74%
 Manager 20%
 Legal Council 6%

Who	we	reach

Note: This data is taken from a sample of 
9,000 GFM newsletter subscribers
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Bespoke solutions

GFM has built on its CPM-driven display advertising to a sophisticated blend of 
sponsored channels and advertorial content, plus targeted bespoke email campaigns 
and pay-per-lead. 

• Targeted content channels – where a client can own a topic prominently featured 
on our home page where we contribute and distribute regular news and features 
with full analytics provided back to clients 

• Placed features and articles – our editors write articles or features at your 
direction which we promote as news stories across our titles and further distribute 
over our newsletters and syndicated news partners (Lexis Nexis, Dow Jones & 
Thomson Reuters)  

• Bespoke special reports & research – our editors will produce bespoke reports 
and or research according to client needs. We write and distribute these across the 
entire GFM subscriber base and  feature them prominently on our home pages and 
newsletters

• Lead generation – we pass on reader contact information to clients by using 
targeted email invitations and or placed articles which are “gated”

• Seminars & events – we arrange bespoke seminars and events for clients

What	we	offer

Targeted content channels
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flows in 2015

Hedgeweek Fact Sheet Feb 2015 www.hedgeweek.com | 1

Pr iv ium Fund management

Incubator platforms 
provide start-ups with 

a solid foundation
interview with Clayton Heijman

The attraction of incubator platforms has 
increased noticeably in recent years. New 
hedge funds face a Sisyphus-like task getting 
up and running as global regulation and 
compliance pushes costs up, whilst investors 
simultaneously expect to see institutional 
quality operations in place from day one.  

Of notable benefit are the cost saving 
benefits and the avoidance of building 
out large operations teams that incubator 
platforms offer. This is critical in the early 
stages of running a fund as it helps 
managers to avoid the risk of burning 
through their operating capital too quickly. 
Rather, managers can “plug and play” into an 
established operational framework, thereby 
circumventing the stress and complexity of 
creating a nexus of service providers. 

This is particularly important in today’s 
climate where prime brokers are becoming 
increasingly more hard-nosed in determining 
which clients to work with to optimise their 
balance sheet. In short, the cost of bringing on 
new clients has risen tremendously post-2008. 

According to Clayton Heijman, Managing 
Director at Privium Fund Management 
and CEO of the Darwin Financial Platform, 
by joining a platform, each new manager 
benefits from running on the same 
operational network and legal infrastructure. 
This in turn makes life a lot easier for the 
prime broker. Privium has offices in London, 
Amsterdam, Luxemburg, Cayman Islands 
and Hong Kong.

“If a prime broker begins a trading 
relationship with one client, then 85 per cent of 
the work is done for the next client; we have 
a template in place whereby all they need 
to do is discuss the portfolio management 
arrangement and fees with each subsequent 
new fund on the platform,” confirms Heijman. 

Platforms like Privium are used for all 
middle office and risk monitoring tasks that 
today’s start-up manager must address, and 
which investors and regulators expect to 
see. Heijman uses a computer analogy to 
summarise the proposition:

“We see ourselves as the insourced COO 
to the fund. When you buy a laptop today 
you see the little ‘Intel inside’ sticker; we’re 
that chip. We make everything work.” 

Privium runs in the background, providing 
the power and processing capability to 
successfully run a hedge fund, “but very much 
in tune with the portfolio management team”. 

Each manager – of which there are 
approximately 25 on the platform – is able to 
leverage the resources and expertise of the 
Privium team without having to worry about 
support for their regulatory compliance, 
hiring operational staff, and waiting too long 
to get their fund to market. 

The Privium Capital Fund is Privium’s 
Cayman structure, while the Privium 
Selection Fund is a Luxembourg SICAV 
structure for those looking for European fund 
structures.

“We started in 2008 and came from a 
range of different hedge fund investors, 
providers; prime brokers, custodians, 
accounting and fund administration firms. 
We were puzzled as to why new hedge fund 
managers would visit, say, three different 
service providers and come back with five 
different opinions on what needed to be 
done. It is hard for new managers to know 
what the right format is. 

“We thought there was a quicker way for 
start-ups to get to market by offering a solid 
infrastructure that they could afford, and which 
presented a much more plausible solution for 
investors to invest in,” explains Heijman.

Clayton Heijman, Managing 
Director at Privium Fund 
Management

May 2015

State Street Global Advisors:Volatility and the benefits of downside protection strategies

Survey reveals clash of investor views on volatility

Low volatility strategies maintain lower risk returns

How CIOs balance participation and protection
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Special reports

GFM produces over 30 scheduled reports per annum. Clients can participate in 
these reports using either editorial or advertising, or both. Clients can provide their 
own content or engage a GFM editor to ghost write content their behalf. These 
reports are distributed as follows:

• Across the entire GFM subscriber base by stand-alone email

• Prominently featured on corresponding home pages for at least a month in order 
to reach all readers

• Across all news syndication partners: Lexis Nexis, Dow Jones, Thomson Reuters

• Archived for life on our web sites

• Clients are awarded full copyright on their content

Rate:

• Full page A4 colour ad and production of one article: £3,950

What	we	offer
special report
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special report
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October 2015

Luxembourg Fund Services 2015

Development of innovative solutions for AIFMs

EU fund distribution and the benefits of a strong network

Upholding hallmark of quality under AIFMD
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regulation heats up
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Malta Hedge 
Fund Services 
2015

Loan vehicles grow 
in popularity within 
finance industry

Various options on 
offer to alternative 
fund managers

Attracting new 
custodians with 
room for growth

Malta Alternative 
Investment Fund 
Services 2015

www.wealthadviser.co
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Display advertising

Website – GFM takes all forms of rich media creative with full geo-targeted capabilities 
including the ability to contextually advertise

Newsletters – an excellent and cost-effective way of brand building.  Our daily 
newsletters are available for take-over and sponsorship by individual clients 

Stand-alone emails – dedicated emails distributed to either our entire audience or 
targeted by reader type and geography. We can distribute your content eg: thought 
leadership; white papers; and events 

Rates:

• CPM – cost per thousand impressions for tactical banner advertising:  
£65 – for Leader Boards, MPU’s and Skyscrapers;  
£80 – Billboards and Half-Pages

• Stand-alone emails – POA 

For full details of technical specifications for ad submission,  
please refer to the Ad guidelines section of our website

What	we	offer
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Month Event	/	Report Distribution
January • BVI Hedge Fund Services  HW

• Ireland Fund Services  HW  IAM  PEW  PFW
February • Swiss Fund Services  HW  IAM

• AIFMD  HW  IAM  PEW  PFW
• MiFID II  HW  IAM  PEW  PFW
• AlphaQ  AlphaQ  IAM

March • HW Global Awards  HW
• ETF Global Awards  ETF
• Electronic Trading Platform  HW  IAM  PEW  PFW

April • Guide to Setting up Hedge Funds: US  HW  PEW  PFW
• Guide to Setting up Hedge Funds: Europe  HW  PEW  PFW
• AlphaQ  AlphaQ  IAM

May • Technology & Hedge Funds  HW
• Wealth Adviser Awards  WA

June • Liquid Alternatives  ETF  WA
• Fund Administration / M&S  HW  PEW  PFW
• AlphaQ  AlphaQ  IAM

July • Cyber Security All GFM titles
• Guide to ETFs for Wealth Advisers  ETF  WA

August • AlphaQ  AlphaQ  IAM
September • HW USA Awards  HW

• Malta Fund Services  HW
• US Fund Services  HW
• Risk  HW  IAM  PEW  PFW

October • Luxembourg Fund Services  HW  IAM  PEW  PFW
• AlphaQ  AlphaQ  IAM

November • ETF Smart Beta  ETF  HW
• Managed Accounts  HW  IAM  PEW  PFW

December • Prime Broker  HW  ETF
• Cayman Fund Services  HW  IAM  PEW  PFW
• AlphaQ  AlphaQ  IAM

www.globalfundmedia.com
special report

globalfundmedia
February 2015
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Best Practices 
in cybersecurity

System integration 
has created 
security threat
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needs to become 
a business issue
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for Hedge Funds 
2015
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Liquid Alternatives 2015
EU and USA opportunities  for managers and investors

Volatility and desire for returns drives demand

Buyer beware – liquid alts address modern risks

Market continues to evolve on both sides of Atlantic

Liquid Alternatives 2015
EU and USA opportunities  for managers and investors
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